Abstract. Many practical recommendation systems have been studied, and also the services based on such recommendation systems have been opened in real world. The main research questions of this work are i) how these recommendation services provide users with useful information, and ii) how different the results from the systems are from each other. In this paper, we propose a black-box evaluation framework of the practical recommendation services. Thus, we have designed user modeling process for generating synthesized user models as the inputs for the recommendation services. User models (i.e., a set of user ratings) have been synthesized to discriminate the recommendation results. Given a set of practical recommendation systems, the proposed black-box testing scheme has been applied by comparing recommendation results. Particularly, we focus on investigating whether the services consider attribute selection.
Introduction
Recommendation systems have been studied for a long time. There have been a lot of recommendation schemes to provide users with the most relevant information. In the real world, we have been able to access recommendation services in various domains. Particularly, movie is the most popular domain targeted by the recommendation services.
However, even though users are eager to get the recommendations from the practical systems, they have not been satisfied with the results. For example, users are consistently acting with the same preferences (i.e., the same input ratings), the results from such recommendation systems are completely difference from each other [3] .
Users (at least system developers) want to know what kinds of recommendation mechanisms are behind the systems. Somehow, depending on their situation, more appropriate system can be selected. Thereby, in this paper, we focus on comparing the recommendation results provided from the practical recommendation systems, and investigating what kinds of recommendation schemes have been exploited in these systems [6] . Especially, we want to show that the proposed black-box testing strategy can precisely reveal the recommendation schemes behind those practical recommendation systems [4] . To do this, we have synthesized a number of user models by generating user ratings. Consequently, target systems returns a set of recommendations, and the systems will be differentiated with each other [12] .
The outline of this paper is as follows. In the following Sect. 2, we will address backgrounds on recommendation systems in the literature. Sect. 3 gives a research method on comparing the results obtained from a set of selected recommendation systems. Sect. 3.2 will give the description about the recommendation systems that we have selected in this work. Most importantly, Sect. 4 show how to conduct the experiments for collecting the results from the recommendation systems. In Sect. 5, we will analyze the collected recommendation results, and draw a conclusion of this work, respectively.
Backgrounds and Related Work
User modeling process in the recommendation systems is commonly based on analyzing various information collected by users in explicit or implicit ways [13] . Depending on the following two issues, we need to consider to build a taxonomy of user modeling in recommendation systems.
1. Recommendation systems usually ask users to explicitly input various information.
First issue is what kinds of information is employed to build user models in the recommendation systems.
-Demographic information -User ratings Given equivalently synthesized users (e.g., same age, same gender, and so on), we can compare the recommendation results to realize whether they are same or different. 2. Recommendation systems somehow exploit the information collected from the users to discover useful patterns about the users. Second issue is which recommendation strategies are applied to provide users with relevant information.
-Personalization -Collaborative filtering Assuming that a user is interested in a certain value (e.g., "Steven Spielberg"), the recommendation results can be compared to reversely find out what kind of schemes are applied.
Hence, as shown in Table 1 , the recommendation systems can be simply categorized into four different types. Of course, in practice, we are sure that the practical systems are employing a hybrid scheme [8] combining several recommendation approaches (e.g., collaborative filtering and personalization) [2, 10] . Especially, in the context of attribute selection-based user modeling [9] , the users can be synthesized to differentiate the results from recommendation systems. Table 2 shows an example with three users (i.e., U 1 , U 2 , and U 3 ). With two users (i.e., U 1 and U 2 ), we can discriminate Rec P,D and Rec P,U from Rec C,D and Rec C,U Also, with two users (i.e., U 1 and U 3 ), we can discriminate Rec P,D and Rec C,D from Rec P,U and Rec C,U . 
Research method
In this paper, we focus on black-box testing scheme [1] , since we have no information about internal strategies of the practical recommendation systems [7] . As shown in Fig. 1 , a set of users are synthesized to collect recommendations from the practical services.
Comparison of recommendation results
Once we select a set of recommendation service, recommendation results are compared with each other.
Definition 1 (Recommendation). Given a recommendation service RS i , the recommendation result M i is composed of a set of movies which are regarded as the most relevant movies to user contexts. It is represented as
where N is the number of movies recommended by the system.
The recommendation results can be matched to quantify the similarity between the corresponding recommendation schemes. 
where denominator can choose the maximum size of recommendation.
Selected practical recommendation systems
Initially, as shown in Table 3 , we have tried to select 10 movie recommendation systems [14] . Out of them, 2 recommendation systems are not available for the moment.
User registration Practical recommendation systems usually ask users to input various personal information during registration, depending on their recommendation schemes. Table 4 shows the list of demographic information requested by the recommendation systems.
All systems ask Email in common. It is regarded as an unique identifier for each user. Since only two kinds of personal information (e.g., Email and username) are asked in Taste Kid and Nanocrowd, these two systems are not asking any personal information. They seem to be more focused on ratings from users. In contrast, Jinni, Criticker, IMDB and Rotten Tomatoes are asking more than five types of personal information.
Representation of user ratings Recommendation systems ask users to rate movies. Depending on the systems, the ratings are represented in several different ways. Table 5 shows how the user ratings are represented in the recommendation systems. Three of the systems (i.e., Flixster, Movielens, and Rotten Tomatoes) are allowing users to rate the movies between 1 and 5. Jinni and IMDB are more diversified to between 1 and 10. Particularly, in Criticker, users can rate the movies from 0 to 100. On the other hand, Taste Kid and Nanocrowd are making the user ratings most simplified. Interestingly, Nanocrowd is simply asking users to record the list of movies (i.e., "watched"). Additionally, we have to consider the requirement of initial rating step, as shown in Table 6 . Jinni, Criticker, and Movielens are collecting initial ratings from users, before they provide the users with recommendations. 
Experiments and evaluation
In this section, we want to describe how to synthesize user models and how to collect recommendation results from the practical services. User models have been synthesized by assuming a user is interested in a certain attribute, as follows.
-U 1 : Genre "Sci-Fi" -U 2 : Director "Steven Spielberg" -U 3 : Actor "Leonardo DiCaprio" -U 4 : Actress "Angelina Jolie" Also, the movies can be rated in two difference ways.
-Unified rating: We need to express that a user's interest is consistent in each attribute. -Random rating: We need to express that a user's interest is not consistent in each attribute.
For example, a user is assumed to be consistently interested in a genre "Sci-Fi". As shown in Table 2 , this user can be synthesized in { m 1 , 5 , m 2 , 5 , m 3 , 5 }. In opposite, his random ratings can be synthesized as { m 1 , 5 , m 2 , 1 , m 3 , 3 }. Since user ratings are differently represented in recommendation services (shown in Table 5 ), the user ratings in different recommendation services should be normalized to be comparable.
We have collected the recommendations from the practical services. Table 7 and Table 8 show evaluational results on personalization-based recommendation services. In both cases, only U 1 (Genre "Sci-Fi") has shown high matching ratio. The other three users (i.e., U 2 , U 3 , and U 4 ) are in the very low level. We found that the practical recommendation services are not considering attribute-based personalization. Also, Table 9 shows comparison between uniform ratings and random ratings. RS 2 and RS 8 are showing high ratio between uniform and random ratings. It means that these recommendation services are not considering user ratings as importantly as the other services are.
Concluding Remark and future work
In this work, we have investigated what kinds of recommendation schemes have been exploited in the practical recommendation services. As a conclusion, this paper has evaluated user modeling process in several practical recommendation systems. Black-box testing scheme has been applied by comparing recommendation results. User models (i.e., a set of user ratings) have been synthesized to discriminate the recommendation results.
In future work, we are planning to extend our proposal by improving the model to track on multi properties of information propagation pattern other than the max value of coverage rate and its time; clarify further more about the relationship between positive/negative emotional words and efficiency of information propagation on Social Network Service [5] . Besides that, we have to consider to semantic-based user modeling [11] to evaluate the recommendation systems. 
